But although the semantic web is fast gaining ground in certain specialist areas such as bioinformatics, it has yet to take off in a big way. Scientists say Google Base could change that by bringing structured web pages to the masses. "The big issue here is whether services like this will help bootstrap the semantic web, " says Greg Tyrelle, a proteomics researcher at Chang Guan University in Taiwan.
Google power
"Flexible online storage of arbitrary data, including scientific data, is going to be a major area of research over the next couple of years, " says Leigh Dodds, a web expert at publisher Ingenta. "Google Base takes that a step further by widening it out to everyone, " although he adds that he would like to see governments and universities doing more to promote such services, rather than leaving it to Google.
Scientists point out, however, that Google has been prominent in its absence from work on the semantic web in the World Wide Web consortium (W3C), the body that creates web standards. They also acknowledge that Google Base is a pretty crude service so far, especially compared with sophisticated specialist databases such as GenBank and UniProt. All you can do is put in information, and then search it -there's no way to extract or compute the data.
But most researchers believe that will change fast. Google has been a pioneer in creating what are known as 'application programming interfaces' to its other services, such as Google Maps. These allow anyone to write programs that can access Google's databases, and mix and match its content with other data to create completely new products.
"If Google wants to turn Google Base into more than just a tool for finding information, and into something scientists can actually use to explore data, then more is needed, " says Mark Gernstein, a bioinformatician at Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut.
But observers such as Foster believe such progress could happen fast. "Google has much relevant technology and expertise, " he says. "If it forms the right partnerships and dedicates sufficient resources, it could have a tremendous impact. "
"Google Base looks a little simple right now, and it's not clear exactly how to tap into Google's power, " adds Myers. "But we've got to start somewhere. "
